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I. What does Xi want?
II. What does China have?
III.How should U.S. relate to China?
IV.Will U.S.-China twain never meet?

No decision in foreign policy is made in a vacuum, and the repercussions
of any single decision have far-reaching effects (e.g. Ukraine!)

I. What does Xi want?
Political goals
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

His & Chinese Communist Party (CCP) control
Regain former areas - South China Sea, Taiwan,
Ryukyu Islands …
“China Dream” of national rejuvenation
“Military Dream” of winning wars
Greater respect & apology for Century of
Humiliation
By 2049, China a strong global leader & influence
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What does Xi want?
Economic goals

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Transform China from low-wage manufacturing
exporter to high-wage tech-driven & service
economy
By 2035, be a “fully modern” economy & society
“Going Out” – more external business
Currency (Renminbi-RMB) wider acceptance
New international system whose underlying rules
will be increasingly shaped by China
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Xi wants to
expand periphery

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

China’s biggest threats
from sea & U.S. bases
Now China’s navy bottled up behind first island
chain and not a global maritime power
Wants to expand its maritime periphery into Pacific
- pushing U.S. back to 2nd island chain
Would push U.S. Navy away from Chinese coast
Wants control of Taiwan, South & East China Seas
4
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5

Xi wants to undermine
U.S. primacy
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Claims U.S. & West is weak
Split U.S. alliances with Europe & Quad
US without alliances would be much weaker and
perhaps pushed out of Indo-Pacific
Allies afford U.S. an extraordinary advantage
China’s response is to rapidly expand its air and
naval capabilities reinforced with land-based
missiles and cyber systems
5
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5

Xi wants alternatives to
Malacca Strait choke point
◼

◼

◼

80% oil via easily blocked Strait
of Malacca
Sea alternatives Sunda, Lombok and Makassar
Straits longer and costlier
Constructing pipeline alternatives
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Kazakhstan-China Pipeline to oil-rich Caspian region
Myanmar-Yunnan Pipeline Bay of Bengal
Russia pipeline
Gwadar deep-sea port, crux of China’s Belt and Road

But must continue to rely on Strait
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Wants apology for
“Century of Humiliation”

◼

◼
◼
◼

Imperialism by West and
Japan 1839-1949
When China lost Opium Wars concessions forced
Ended with Mao when “China stood up” in 1949
Still holds grudge - “Every high school student
today learns to feel the shame of this ‘century of
humiliation’. The lesson is unmistakable: Never
forget and never again!” Graham Allison, Destined For War,
page 113
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Putin & XI ”best
of friends”

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

China dominant partner: population 10x & GDP 6X
$200 bil. of trade & $400 bil. gas deal after U.S.
sanctions on Russia & trade war with China
Sees Russia as useful military partner and way to
expand strategic area geographically
But wary of Soviet mistake of guns over butter
Good fit:
◼

Russian energy for Chinese technology & investment

◼

Both revisionists & one-man dominates
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Wants Taiwan
a Red Line for China

◼

◼

◼

◼

Island of 24 million only
110 miles from mainland
Chiang Kai-shek’s government fled mainland after
loss to Mao and became China’s UN rep
“Taiwan miracle” – created a dynamic capitalist,
high income, export-driven economy – 21st world
GDP, chip superpower
U.S. (ambiguous) pledge to protect this
“unsinkable aircraft carrier”
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What is China up to?
◼

◼

◼
◼

Not satisfied with status quo
but can’t yet match West’s power
Power parity with U.S. in East
Asia and Western Pacific
But for this, must avoid conflict with U.S. & Japan
Revise regional order by any means short of war to:
◼
◼
◼
◼

Control South China Sea
Be dominant force in East China Sea
Be most influential external power for its neighbors
Hold strategic advantage over Japan
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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II. What SWOT does China have?
Internal strengths
◼
◼
◼
◼

Unprecedented growth
Large size & population
Ability to direct resources
Determined leadership

External
◼
◼

◼

◼

opportunities

Trade leader & leverage
Global construction &
financing capability
Advancing military
Technology prowess

Internal Weaknesses
Resource & energy shortages
Local corruption
Pollution
Political fragility if GDP slows

◼
◼
◼

◼

External
◼
◼
◼
◼

Threats

The Quad
North Korean collapse
Malacca Straits choke point
Energy & resource
dependency
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China far more formidable
than USSR was
China, by contrast, has a huge and growing
economy …. It has built new cities and an enviable
modern infrastructure. Its educational and
technological achievements—and potential—are
daunting. It has undertaken vast new initiatives to
build infrastructure … throughout Asia, Africa, and
the Middle East, and is expanding its economic and
trading relationships globally. …China is … a
multidimensional power eager to challenge the U.S.
in every sphere.
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020, Prologue
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China’s Belt and Road
(BRI) – Bolstering China
at home and abroad
◼

◼
◼

BRI largest infrastructure
project, exceeds Marshall Plan
$2 trillion projects & financing
Strategic benefits of BRI
◼
◼

◼

China Investments and Projects
2005-2020
Region/Country
World Total
Europe
US
Australia
North America (x US)
Pakistan
Russia
India
Japan

Bil $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,095
428
189
120
72
60
56
35
11

Share
100%
20%
9%
6%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%

China Global Investment Tracker, by American
Enterprise Institute and Heritage Foundation

© Data compiled by The American Enterprise Insti

Global presence & leverage - half in West
Boosts domestic growth & political stability

BRI fills a void left by U.S. & allies, but raises
worries about “debt trap”
Source: Belt & Road report CFR, March 23, 2021
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Huge cyber & propaganda
capacities

◼

◼

Makes countless cyber attacks - can cripple
infrastructure, monitor people, and use as weapons
Equipment of world’s largest 5-G company Huawei
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Can eavesdrop
Enable authoritarians to surveil & control populations

Media propaganda & Confucius Institutes abroad
Controls foreign media & NGOs at home
Splashy BRI projects attract autocrats & adherents
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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How did China
rise so rapidly?
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Late-comer catch-up benefits
Rural economy with unlimited labor
Buried Mao & his isolationist ideology
Embraced Deng’s pragmatism & opening
Post Cold War world favorable for globalization –
benefited China’s trade-driven growth
West aided – attracted to billion customers, lowcost assembling and counter to Soviets
Almost magical confluence of factors enabled China’s rise
–

Peter Zeihan
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But, China still a partial
(mostly hard) power

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Its art, film, literature …little known
Products lack international brand recognition
Few multinationals operate successfully abroad
180th in Freedom of Press
84th (India is 86Th) Corruptions Perception Index
Political system not admired broad
Environmental & human rights record criticized
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Chinese military &
economic power and aims
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Stands 2nd to U.S in global power and rising
Aims to supplant U.S. as dominant power in Asia
Authoritarian state capitalism enables its stateowned enterprises and banks to leverage its
economic power and discipline opposition
Insists BRI recipients recognize “One China”
policy and cut their ties with Taiwan
BRI projects prominently located in big cities &
source of local pride
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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US #1 in Global Power, 2022
Overall rank of 24 top powers
MEASURES OF POWER
Markets & Financial Center
Innovation & Technology
Military Strength
Education
Reserve Currency Status
Economic Output
Trade
Resource-Allocation Efficiency
Infrastructure & Investment
Geology
Character/Civility/Determination
Governance/Rule of Law
Acts of Nature

US

China Russia

1

2

10

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
4
6
9
14

3
2
2
2
5
2
1
3
1
6
2
13
12

17
14
3
9
8
7
17
9
21
1
10
20
11

Source: Ray Dalio, Country Power Index 2022, economicperspectives.org
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III. How should U.S.
relate to China?
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

For 200 years U.S. aided
against Japan & Europe
In 1950, U.S. switched from Red China to Taiwan
After Mao split with USSR and Nixon’s 1972 visit,
U.S. relations reverted from Taiwan to mainland
U.S. aided despite Tiananmen tragedy
Obama’s 2012 “pivot to Asia” irked China and EU
China boomed & Xi allied with anti-U.S. Putin
Trump countered with $350 bil. tariffs Biden keeps
20

What China gets wrong

◼

◼
◼

◼

Swagger, hubris & obsession with
control that struggles to calibrate
policy
or admit when it is wrong
Fails to grasp decline of West would hurt its markets
“Wolf warrior” diplomacy backfiring - views of China
worst in 20 years
But foolish to underestimate China; has momentum
& still controls vast resources & public opinion & has
market clout
Source: The Economist, April 16, “What China Gets Wrong”
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West is ahead and can win
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Xi boasts “East is rising, West is declining”
In East, only China is rising, Russia is stagnating,
others Belarus, Pakistan, N Korea … are weak
West is growing and has a gigantic head start
Chinese have said: “You have all the good allies.”
West has triple GDP & spending on R&D
West controls global financial system, but long-run
advantage will come from knowledge
East’s strengths are geology & factory labor
Can West muster push back with China as with Russia?
Source: “How the West Can Win a Global Power Struggle”, By Greg Ip, WSJ, March 18, 2022
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The Quad is gathering
strength and cohesion
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Military alliance of U.S., Japan,
India & Australia
Strengthening as competition with China increases
India, after clashes with China, now more involved
Pacifist Japan doubling military strength
Australia angered by China’s import retaliation
U.S. Navy back to Subic Bay and Cam Ranh Bay
Considering Quad Plus - adding S Korea, New
Zealand, Vietnam, even Brazil and Israel
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5
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British tougher on
China than EU
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

UK in trilateral security pact with Australia and
U.S. - AUKUS
UK frustrated by EU failure to confront China
Macron advocates “strategic autonomy” for EU
remain neutral in U.S. vs China struggle
EU argues strategic autonomy and stronger
China relations would increase world stability
But UK leaving EU behind until they wake up
24
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5

China’s worried about
increased West pacts

◼

◼
◼

◼

Biden favors multilateralism, which makes it more
difficult for China to divide and conquer
China’s worst fears are for Quad to strengthen
China warned not to be “led by the nose” by U.S.
and risk ousting from China’s market
China deepening ties with ASEAN to counter Quad
25
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5

China worried about U.S. rim around it
Disputed South
China Sea
Rim of U.S.
Allies
Disputed South
China Sea
Malacca Manila to
Strait chokeWash DC
point
8,600 mi.

Rim of U.S.
Naval Bases &
Allies

Philippines major
part of rim
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IV. Will never
the twain
meet?
Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the
twain shall meet - Rudyard Kipling,1889

China and the U.S. are heading toward a war
neither wants. … Unless China is willing to scale
back its ambitions or Washington can accept
becoming number two in the Pacific, a trade
conflict, cyberattack, or accident at sea could soon
escalate into all-out war. - Graham Allison, Destined For War
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China believes balance of power shifting in
its favor

◼

◼

◼

◼

Both China & Russia think U.S. led order is over
Ultimately, U.S. & China must acknowledge are
incompatible, but also intertwined
Must avoid unintentional provocations and
facilitate transactional cooperation
But thawing of tensions is a long way off
Source: The U.S. and China finally get real with each other, by Thomas Wright, WSJ, March 22, 2021
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How should U.S.
relate to China?
Speak softly, carry a big ship
◼
◼

U.S. never faced a competitor like China
Concern over China varies by area
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Greatest: Its aggressiveness in South China Sea
Next: Its assertiveness in rest of East Asia
Least: Its generally cooperative on global issues

Offers no alternatives for solving global problems
Doesn’t advocate abolishing UN, IMF, World Bank
U.S. hegemony has been good for China
◼

U.S. aided China’s rise, in (false?) hopes would liberalize
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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Where do twains
now meet?
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

UN Security Council
Malacca Straits
Taiwan
China Sea
Outer Space – Moon
Cyberspace
Courts (Huawei)
N Korea
Walmart!
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U.S. built & led Liberal
International Order (LIO)
◼

◼
◼

◼

For 70 yrs. U.S. built & led LIO of: alliances,
openness, cooperation, democracy & human rights
LIO rested on U.S. power and support
Post Cold War convergence meant more than End
of History (absence of ideological alternatives to
capitalism)
Powers would stop treating each other as rivals:
◼
◼
◼
◼

Work together to tackle common challenges
Reform economies to compete in global markets
Develop rules on how to behave internationally
Respect each other’s sovereignty
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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World now returning to
great-power competition
◼

◼

◼

◼

Post–Cold War victory of liberalism and
multilateralism just temporary dominance of U.S.
Convergence ended because Russia & China
believe liberal international order threated them
China & Russia never headed to democracy; just
waiting until strong enough to push back
Using “responsible competition” U.S. should seek
to preserve ILO and engagement with the world
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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Contest for 21st Century:

all measures short of war
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

After 2 decades of cooperation,
great power competition has returned
Doubts if U.S. still committed to LIO
Post-Cold War era of convergence has ended
Powers now using interdependence to gain a
strategic advantage over their rivals via tariffs,
limit market access, Covid shots, UN vetoes,
pacts, “special military operations,” sanctions …
But will compete with all measures short of war
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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Russia & China now
testing Biden in
prelude to bargaining
◼
◼
◼

◼

U.S. accuses China of human rights & cybercrimes
Biden called “Putin a killer”; Russia recalled diplomats
U.S. is China’s biggest market it can ill afford to lose
Russia/China alliance problematic
◼ Economically - neither market can support other
◼ Militarily - differing vulnerabilities
◼
◼

Threat to China is naval, but Russia’s navy limited
Threat to Russia is terrestrial, but far from China

Geopolitical Futures, March 23, 2021, Russia, China and the U.S.: First Shots, By George Friedman
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If controls South & East
China Seas, would gain
vast resources & clout
◼

◼

◼

◼

10% of global fisheries;
big oil & gas reserves
China determined to build new
Great Wall into Sea to compel parity
Japanese fear China’s dominance over East China
Sea jeopardizes its security
Without U.S., Pacific power shifts to China
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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U.S. deepening
ties – especially
with the Quad
◼

◼

◼

U.S. doesn’t seek to stop China from rising, only to
push back against its specific policies that threaten
regional balance of power
U.S. “pivot to Asia” (renamed “rebalance”) was to
prevent China overturning U.S.- led regional order
Other challenges include supply chains, terrorism,
and N Korean nuclear threat
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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Best U.S. Strategy?
Responsible competition
Keep gloves on
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

If rest of world is troubled, U.S. will be also
Responsible competition - offers best way to
preserve U.S. LIO & superpower status
“Competition” acknowledges adversarial nature
of relations with rivals
“Responsible” acknowledges that competition
ought to be circumscribed since U.S. must still
cooperate with rivals on common concerns
U.S. still offers something that appeals - LIO
Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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Future of Putin’s war impossible to
predict but could be world changing
◼

◼

◼

◼

If Putin loses his war in Ukraine, could end his career … and change
the course of Russian history
With Ukraine under its thumb, Moscow sees itself as the greatest
power in Europe. Without Ukraine, the dream that Russia can
recapture the Soviet Union’s status as a superpower will die a bitter
death.
Victory for democratic Ukraine over despotic Russia …will
undermine the view that despotism is …the best suited to the
Russian soul.
It is impossible not to hope for a Russian defeat. Nevertheless,
caution is in order. Russians know that they aren’t fighting only for
an adjustment of frontiers, but for their world, and it may be
psychologically impossible for them to accept defeat until every
measure has been brought into play.
Note: In italics because heavily edited from “The End of Russia’s Empire?” by Walter Russell, WSJ, April 18, 2022
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Putin’s war affects
India & the Quad

India has resisted stop doing business with Russia
[and] ... recently even agreed to purchase millions
of barrels of Russian oil. Its defiance is important …
because of what it says about the state of U.S.Indian relations. Still, strategic constraints will
compel Washington not to take punitive measures
against New Delhi for its noncompliance and to
seek mutually acceptable accommodation instead.
Note: In italics because is abstracted from April 18, 2022, Geopolitical Futures, “ India’s
Defiance of Washington’s Russia Strategy,” by Allison Fedirka
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Xi’s China takes on the Quad
Summary & Conclusions

I. What does Xi want?

◼ Seat at table, his & CCP control, South & East China
Seas, BRI influence, tribute

II. What does China have?

◼ Economic power, technology, momentum, Putin …

III.How should U.S. relate to China?

◼ Support LIO, strengthen EU & Quad pacts,
responsible competition, speak softly carry a big ship

IV.Will the twain never meet?

◼ Not soon politically, but yes on global issues climate
change, non-proliferation, terrorism…

Next Class Apr 27: No end in sight: a century of drug wars
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Key Foreign Relations Terms/Doctrines
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

All measures short of war: Great powers seek to avoid a major war with each other but
compete with all measures short of war, including cyber war, economic war, proxy war, and
coercive diplomacy
Balance-of-power: Attempts to concentrate power or conquer will provoke countervailing
actions called balancing
Balancing: How a major power pushes back against another via geopolitical competition by
arming a rival’s enemies, building own military, creating alliances, or setting down red lines
over which will go to war
Clash of civilizations: Source of future conflict will be cultural
Convergence: Major powers stop treating each other as rivals and work together to tackle
common challenges, reform their economies, and develop common rules to govern how
nations behave internationally
Containment: Used against U.S.SR to limit expansion of communism
Democratic peace theory: As more countries become democratic, the likelihood of
conflict with one another decreases
Divergence: Russia and China tolerated liberal international order when they were
relatively weak, but as they became more powerful, they worried it would undermine their
hold on power and spheres of influence in their regions
End of history: Predicted by Francis Fukuyama after collapse of U.S.SR that there would be
an absence of ideological alternatives to capitalism
Emancipation theory: Desire of people for empowerment, more control over their lives, is
the source of democracy
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Key Foreign Relations Terms/Doctrines
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

(continued)

Jungle grows back: Like a jungle that keeps growing back after being cut down, the
world has always been full of dangerous actors who, left unchecked, possess the
desire and ability to make things worse
Idealism: Counter to realism - rejects power politics and argues that failure to follow
policies based on humanitarianism and international cooperation will result in disaster
Irredentism: A minority population's demand to join its motherland or when the
motherland claims the area in which the minority lives, e.g. Russia and Ukraine
Liberal international order: Built and supported by U.S. power characterized by
alliances , an open economy , multilateral cooperation , democracy , and human rights
Modernization: As nations income and education rise, they become more democratic
Multipolar: A world political system in which power is held by many as opposed to
Bipolar during Cold War or Unipolar power for a time after collapse U.S.SR
Power: Totality of a country's international capabilities based on multiple resources
and includes both “hard power” of military and economic might and “soft power” of
cultural attractiveness
Realism: Counter to idealism that countries operate in their own self-interests and
that politics is a struggle for power
World Order: A set of commonly accepted rules that define the limits of permissible
action and a balance of power that enforces restraint where the rules breakdown.
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Major powers are big trade partners
World trade among major powers ( 2019 Bil. US$)
Country
China
US
Germany
Japan
France
UK
India
Russia

China
579
233
304
83
96
86
111

US

Germany

215
222
91
141
89
27

Japan

France

UK

India

Tot
Trad
4,5
4,2
2,5
1,4
1,2
1,1
8
6

Russia

45
173
132
21
53

20
21
18
20

70
9
15

16
17

11

-

Source: https://wits.worldbank.org/ (Mar 5, 2022)
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Recommended Readings
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Graham Allison, Destined For War: Can America and China Escape
the Thucydides’s Trap? Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017
Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
John Ikenberry, A World Safe for Democracy, 2020
Henry Kissinger, On China, Penguin Press, 2011
Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022
David Shambaugh, China Goes Global: The Partial Power, Oxford,
2013
Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War: The Contest for the
Twenty-First Century and the Future of American Power, 2017
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Discussion questions
1.) A big part of the Chinese strategy to draw Washington’s allies away
is leveraging the power of the Chinese economy. How successful will
this play out for President Jinping’s plan to break up the Quad?
2.) The Quad alliance was originally tried out in the mid-2000s but soon
after died out. What factor has been most influential in initiating its
revival in recent years?
3.) Is it important for the U.S. to maintain a powerful presence across
the East Asia region? If so, to what extent will the Quad be able to fulfill
this goal?
4.) As a result of the AUKU.S. agreement coming into creation, a
French-Australia deal was scrapped resulting in Paris being outraged.
What is the likelihood that President Jinping will exploit this alliance
rupture, and how concerning is that possibility?
5.) The presence of the Quad will likely be exploited by President
Jinping to prove that he must consolidate more power resulting in
worsening U.S.-Chinese relations. Does the possibility of this turn of
events invalidate the existence of the Quad?
Source: Kevin Rudd, “Xi’s China takes on the Quad,” Great Decisions 2022 #5
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WHAT IS CHINA’S STRATEGY?
◼

◼

◼

China’s leaders have benefited from what they
view as a “period of strategic opportunity” during the initial two
decades of the 21st century to develop domestically and
expand China’s “comprehensive national power.” …[T]hey are
focused on realizing a powerful and prosperous China that is
equipped with a “world-class” military, securing China’s status
as a great power with the aim of emerging as the preeminent
power in the Indo-Pacific region. …
China’s advancement of projects such as the “One Belt, One
Road” Initiative (OBOR) will probably drive military overseas
basing through a perceived need to provide security for OBOR
projects. …
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) seeks to condition … opinion
to accept China’s narrative surrounding its priorities like OBOR
and South China Sea territorial and maritime claims.
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/5987010/2019-CHINA-MILITARY-POWER-REPORT.pdf
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Indo-Pacific: Most Consequential
& U.S. Defense Priority
◼

◼

Indo-Pacific is the single most consequential region for
America’s future. Spanning … from the west coast of the
United States to the western shores of India, the region is home to the
world’s most populous state, most populous democracy, and largest
Muslim-majority state, and includes over half of the earth’s population.
Among the 10 largest standing armies in the world, 7 reside in the IndoPacific; and 6 countries in the region possess nuclear weapons. Nine of
the world’s 10 busiest seaports are in the region, and 60 percent of
global maritime trade transits through Asia, with roughly one-third of
global shipping passing through the South China Sea alone.
MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: The Indo-Pacific is the
Department of Defense’s priority theater. … China … seeks to reorder
the region to its advantage by leveraging military modernization,
influence operations, and predatory economics to coerce other nations.
… We will not accept policies or actions that threaten or undermine the
rules-based international order….
Source: https://media.defense.gov/2019/Jul/01/2002152311/-1/-1/1/DEPARTMENT-OF-DEFENSE-INDOPACIFIC-STRATEGY-REPORT-2019.PDF
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